TRS-USA NEWS - February 10, 2017
Greetings TRS-USA associates, fans, and clients.
2017 TRS One RR ADAM RAGA RACING MODELS ARRIVE IN THE USA!
We are pleased to announce that the first shipment of 2017 TRS One RR models have arrived on
our shores! They were shipped by air freight into Chicago and moved that final 100 miles to our
warehouse via expedited truck freight. These motorcycles arrived on Wednesday the 8th of
February and we shipped the first group to our TRS dealers the following day.

Feb. 8th image of the arrival of the TRS RR machines at our warehouse

Feb 9th image of the first group of outbound TRS RR bikes, on the way to TRS-USA dealers

___________________________________________________________________________
TRS-USA Dealer Stuart Preston (Jack's Cycles) received the first TRS One RR “Adam Raga
Racing” model to reach our shores We were able to expedite delivery of this machine so that it
could be shown at the NETA annual awards banquet, held on the 28th of January 2017.
January 28th 2017, image from the NETA banquet

ADAM RAGA DOES WELL IN TOULOUSE AND BARCELONA INDOOR TRIALS
The first week of February was very busy for Adam Raga. Mid-week began with a marathon
drive in the TRS factory race truck to Toulouse France for the February 3rd Friday-night Indoor
Trial in the Zenith Arena, which was packed to capacity with more than 10,000 spectators as
they witnessed a superb Trial. Adam Raga maintained the top position on the leader-board
throughout the event and fought until the end. Finally, it was Toni Bou winning at the end of an
exciting evening of trial, which was dominated from the beginning to the very last section by
Adam Raga, who suffered a failure in the last section, the waterfall.
Zenith Arena, Toulouse France

After Toulouse, without taking a breath, the TRS team van journeyed back to Barcelona for the
February 5th Sunday evening 40th anniversary Barcelona Indoor Trial. Once again, the spectators
witnessed Adam Raga engage in another furious fight for the win, ultimately again arriving in
the second position behind Toni Bou.

__________________________________________________________________

We would like to welcome another new dealer to our TRS-USA group
Mr. Ron Rivenburgh of “Northwest Cycle” will be representing the TRS brand
in Illinois, Indiana, Eastern Iowa, and Southern Wisconsin.
His shop is located in McHenry Illinois (Chicagoland)
He can be reached at 815.344.7780
__________________________________________________________________

Information about the specific models and when they will be available:
Due to a decrease in demand of the 280cc versions, we will no longer stock that engine size in
our USA warehouse. At this time, we have some stock but when this current inventory is
depleted, we will import the TRS One 280 and TRS One RR 280 via special order only*.
* A deposit may be required by the dealer to special-order one of these machines.
However, we do intend to stock at all times, the models TRS One and TRS One RR in our
warehouse in 250cc and 300cc engine sizes, and at this time we have a good level of inventory.
There has been a high initial demand for the Adam Raga Racing ‘RR’ model and we have filled
the pending orders at this time. As sales of this ‘RR’ model continue to increase, we will deliver
these new machines arriving in the USA to those dealers in the exact sequence in which the preorders were placed, for delivery to those customers who are waiting.

With our commitment to good service, we continue to ship bikes to the USA by air-freight
Even though air-freight is more expensive, we have elected to do this to save time as ocean freight
typically takes more than one month. We reserve the right to at some point switch to ocean freight
transport.

PLEASE NOTE: For your convenience, almost all of our USA dealers have “demo-units” onhand now for their customers to test-ride.
As always, we will continue to update our website and Facebook pages in real-time.
For your convenience;
Prices, high-resolution photos, and specifications are on our TRS-USA website at this link:
http://www.trsmotosusa.com/MODELS.html
If you are interested in purchasing a new TRS machine, you may choose to speak to one of
our USA dealers and make arrangements with them to acquire one for you.
We are very efficient in our warehouse shipping and our continental transport method is very
fast as well.
The TRS-USA dealer list is on our website at this link:
http://www.trsmotosusa.com/dealers.html
Our TRS-USA Facebook page is located at this link:
https://www.facebook.com/trsmotosusa/
Our spare parts stock is growing as more motorcycles are sold, and we can boast that we
typically do have every part in stock. Yes, 100% in stock!
A recent image of the USA TRS spare parts stock

For your enjoyment, an image of the TRS factory in Sant Fruitós de Bages Catalonia (Barcelona)

In closing, all of us at TRS all over the world, wish you the very best in sport, and thank you for
your support of the brand and our worldwide TRS network.
Best regards in sport, Jim Snell, CEO, TRS-USA operations.

